
  

Instructions for creation of television listings  
 For TV Listing/ASIN Creation (FBA & Easy Ship), please reach out to the Item listing team on the below email ID and follow the 

instructions. 

For ASIN Creation through vendor central (Self Service), please reach out to category team for SOP/Instructions. POC Category 

Managers. 
Email ID: item-listing@amazon.com  
Note: All TV listings are subject to prior category approval. Seller account will need to be whitelisted in order to add offers on the Amazon i.e. 
only Easy Ship and FBA offers will be approved. Please reach out to your respective Accounts managers to get your selling account whitelisted 
by Category team.  
  
Steps and prerequisites to be shared with the Amazon [item-listing@amazon.com]:  
  
1. Template with complete product information  
2. Catalog Images   
3. Product A+ Contents (For Brand Registered listings)  
4. Product Video  

5. Mandatory for Retail Selection, Optional for 3P Selection  

Title and Bullet Point Style Guide:  Product Title should be as per below format  
  

Title Style Guide:   
Brand + size in cms + "cms (" + size in inches + " inches)" +Series/Edition (Optional) + Resolution (Analog Format) + "Smart" (if 

the TV is smart) + Operating System (if it is >Certified Android>) + Display Type <"IPS>" + Display Technology <LED, QLED,  

OLED>+ "TV" + Model + "(" + Color + ") < (Model)>  
If any Smart TV has OS as “Certified Android”, then the item name should be replaced with Smart to Certified Android or we can also use it as “Smart 

Android”  

 
  

Example with Series:   

XXXXX 123 cms (49 inches) 5-Series Full HD LED Smart TV 49N5370 (Black) (2018 model) Example 

with IPS Display:   

XXXXX Series 104 cm (43 inches) HD Ready Smart IPS LED TV AX24BHT (Black) (2020 Model) Example 

with Certified Android:   

XXXXX 108 cm (43 Inches) 4K Ultra HD Certified Android LED TV KD-43X7500F (Black) (2018 model) 

XXXXX 123 cm (43 Inches) Ultra HD LED Smart Android TV MODELT1 (Black) (2019 model) 

Example for Non Smart TV:   

XXXXX 80 cms (32 inches) HD Ready LED TV MODEL23 (Grey) (2020 Model)  

*** (Optional if product has additional features, such as ‘Built in Alexa’ on title as per the below example) ***  

With Built IN Sound Bar: XXXXX 108 cm (43 Inches) 4K Ultra HD Certified Android LED TV KD-43X7500F (Black) (2018 model) | 

With 100 W Built in Sound Bar  

With Built IN Alexa: XXXXX 108 cm (43 Inches) 4K Ultra HD Certified Android LED TV KD-43X7500F (Black) (2018 model) | With  

Built in Alexa  

  

Bullet points:   
  
Sample 1  

• Resolution: 4K Ultra HD (3840 x 2160) | Refresh Rate: 50 hertz   

• Connectivity: 4 HDMI ports to connect set top box, Blu Ray players, gaming console | 2 USB ports to connect hard drives 

and other USB devices   

• Sound output: 20 Watts Output | Bass Reflex speakers | Clear Audio+ technology | TV Music Box   

• Smart TV Features: Android TV | Voice Search | Google Play | Chromecast | Netflix Recommended | Amazon Prime 
Video | HDR Gaming   



• Display: X1 | 4K HDR | 4K X-Reality Pro | Motion flow XR   

• Warranty Information: 1 year standard manufacturer warranty by Sony from the date of Purchase  

• Installation: For requesting installation/wall mounting/demo of this product once delivered, please directly call <Brand> 
support on <909090909090> and provide product's model name as well as seller's details mentioned on the invoice  

• Easy returns: This product is eligible for replacement within 10 days of delivery in case of any product defects, damage or 
features not matching the description provided  

  

 Sample 2  

• Resolution: 4K Ultra HD (3840x2160) | Refresh Rate: 60 hertz  

• Connectivity: 2 HDMI ports to connect set top box, Blu Ray players, gaming console | 2 USB ports to connect hard drives 

and other USB devices  

• Sound : 20 Watts Output | Dolby Atmos | Dolby DTS | Built-In Subwoofer  

• Smart TV Features : SmartThings app (just one app for all) |Content sync & share | Supported Apps : Prime Video | 

Netflix | YouTube  

• Display : A+ Grade LED Panel | Superior Sleek | Slim and stylish design  

• Warranty Information: 1 year comprehensive and 1 year additional warranty on Panel by Samsung  

• Installation: For requesting installation/wall mounting/demo of this product once delivered, please directly call Samsung 
support on 1800-40-7267-864 and provide product's model name as well as seller's details mentioned on the invoice  

• Easy returns: This product is eligible for replacement within 10 days of delivery in case of any product defects, damage or 

features not matching the description provided  

  
Note: If the product is not Smart, then ignore “Smart TV Features Bullet point” and add “Additional Features” Bullet point instead. 

Important Suggestion: ***All Images need to be edge to edge cropped.   
Sample ASIN: https://www.amazon.in/dp/B08QCJQQJ6; https://www.amazon.in/dp/B089KSPNS3   

All Product Images should be uploaded with below requirements. 
I.   Main Image with edge to edge cropping and should have 100% White background 
II.  MAIN Image with good resolution. If the product is Smart, then the MAIN image must be uploaded with User 
Interface along with a better lifestyle image on it. 
III.  For Non-Smart TV, the MAIN image must be uploaded with Good wall paper on it and there should not be any 
watermark on the Image. 
IV.  Part Image (.PT01) 2nd Image should be of mandatory product features. Applicable for both Smart and Standard TVs. 
V.  3rd Image (.PT02) : Content partners/Application supported Mandatory for Smart TVs. If the product is non smart, 
then the image will be of the TV Panel/bezel view or the any important feature of the product.  
VI.  4th Image (.PT03): This is important for all TVs to show the Remote and remote features available on it. Example any 
hot key or any app key which is provided with the remote.  
VII.  For any Alexa supported TVs 4th section is mandatory to show the remote with Alexa functions on it. 
VIII.  5th Image (.PT04) : This is mandatory Dimension image. Which indicates the diagonal dimension + LxBxH of the 
product in both centimeter and inches on it. 
IX.  Any additional image of the product will be continued with following sequence and can also be uploaded as lifestyle 
showing product features. 
 
Renaming Conviction : For Smart TVs 

• 1st  Image : ASIN.MAIN (BOO123456A.MAIN) 

• 2nd Image : ASIN.PT01 (BOO123456A.PT01) Mandatory Feature Image 

• 3rd Image : ASIN.PT02 (BOO123456A.PT02) Mandatory Supported Application Images  

• 4th Image : ASIN.PT03 (BOO123456A.PT03) Mandatory Remote Image 

• 5th Image : ASIN.PT04 (BOO123456A.PT04) Mandatory Dimension Image, Which shows the Dimension of the 
product along with diagonal screen size on it. 

• 6th Image : ASIN.PT03 (BOO123456A.PT03) Optional Side angle Image (This is Optional) 
 
Renaming Conviction : For Standard TVs (Reference https://www.amazon.in/dp/B07MKFNHKG) 
 

• 1st  Image : ASIN.MAIN (BOO123456A.MAIN) 
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• 2nd Image : ASIN.PT01 (BOO123456A.PT01) Mandatory Feature Image 

• 3rd Image : ASIN.PT02 (BOO123456A.PT02) Mandatory TV Panel/bezel view or the any important feature of the 
product 

• 4th Image : ASIN.PT03 (BOO123456A.PT03) Mandatory Remote Image 

• 5th Image : ASIN.PT04 (BOO123456A.PT04) Mandatory Dimension Image, Which shows the Dimension of the 
product along with diagonal screen size on it. 

• 6th Image : ASIN.PT03 (BOO123456A.PT03) Optional Side angle Image (This is Optional) 

 ***Post mandatory 6 images partners can add any other images as per their requirements.  

MAIN Image:  Images should be edge to edge cropped from all sides. Sample ASIN https://www.amazon.in/dp/B08QCJQQJ6; 

https://www.amazon.in/dp/B089KSPNS3  

Sample 1:                  Sample 2:  

            
  

   

  
2nd Image:                   3rd Image:  
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4th Image (Mandatory Remote with highlighting Key features)  

  
  

  

  

  

  

  
5th Image: (Must be indicating the Dimension and Size of the product.   
(In metrics both inches and centimeters for the diagonal and H/B sizes only) example below  
Sample ASIN https://www.amazon.in/dp/B08QCJQQJ6; https://www.amazon.in/dp/B089KSPNS3  
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6th Image: this is an optional image and this can be moved to 6th position and 7th Position with ports or side views.  

 

  

  

  

  

  

          
  



    
(Optional) 360 Degree Images: Sample ASIN https://www.amazon.in/dp/B08QCJQQJ6; https://www.amazon.in/dp/B089KSPNS3  

  

Background  
When customers walk into a physical store, they can pick a product up and view it from all angles and quickly make buying decisions by interacting with it 

directly. This is not as easy for an online shopper. “I find almost everything I want on Amazon. I use photos and videos to make sure I am buying exactly the 

product I want.   
  
“However, no matter how great the pictures are, shopping on Amazon is not like having the product in your hands, like in a physical shop.” 360° View helps 

bridge the gap between the physical and digital worlds by enabling customers to interact with products in a more direct way. They can spin products around 

and inspect them from different angles and they will no longer have to wonder there is a button on the back or what the exact shape of the product is.  As 

the feature is available on all devices, customers can rest assured they can check the product regardless of which device they shop from, desktop computer, 

tablet or mobile phone.  
  
As per the new process we are working on uploading 360 degree images for TV products on the page, we need your support in sharing the us the images as 

per below description.  
Sharing a sample ASIN for your references, please refer the instructions and call me back for any clarifications. We 

need to have these images uploaded max by 26/12, expecting your cooperating.  
   
Note:  The Instructions will be shared to the Brands during MRP label request. But we require CT / VM support in influencing the brands for mandatory 360 degree images for 
future ASIN creation and top selling ASINs.  
  
Instructions:   
  
Step 1: Photography  
Note: this section discusses how to produce images using digital photography. The same steps can be used to produce images using 3D models and rendering 

software.  
1. Prepare the ASIN for photography as you would normally, removing any product packaging. Do not include props along with the product.  
2. Position the ASIN at the center of a turntable that has been indexed at every 5°.  
3. Use seamless background paper beginning below the turn table and curving up and behind the ASIN.  
4. Position the camera on a tripod at an appropriate distance from the ASIN.  
5. Choose an elevation angle that appropriately showcases the product. Stay within 10-30° range.  
6. Set your camera to manual mode so that your focus and exposure settings are consistent for all 72 photos.  
7. The first photo should showcase the ASIN at a 0° angle (facing straight on to the camera).  
8. Rotate counter-clockwise as you take each photo.  
  
Step 2: Retouch  
1. Remove any background details from all 72 images.  
2. If you apply color balance or any other filters, make sure you apply the same adjustments uniformly across all 72 images.  
3. Crop each image such that the dimensions are square. Make sure the center of rotation is the center of each image.  
4. Resize images to maximum 2,500px, minimum 1,500px.  
5. Save in .png format  
  

  
Q1: Can the experience use frame counts other than 72?  
Yes. We can work with 24 and 36 image frame counts as well. Note that higher frame counts produce a more premium experience.  
  
If it is 36 set of images, then the angle will be 10 degrees for each images. If 

it is 24 set of images, then the angle will be 15 degrees for each images.  
  

Renaming Format for 360 Degree View: Example ----- >  

B073VN6PRD_360_0000_web  
B073VN6PRD_360_0001_web  
B073VN6PRD_360_0002_web  
B073VN6PRD_360_0003_web  
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